
Wesley of Warragul ~ Saturday 27 October, 3.00pm
The Lost Ones Basement Bar Ballarat ~ Sunday 28 October, 12.00pm
Melbourne Recital Centre, Salon ~ Thursday 8 November, 7.00pm

Montsalvat Barn Gallery ~ Sunday 11 November, 2.30pm
Bendigo Bank Theatre ~ Wednesday 14 November, 7.30pm

One cannot underestimate the influence of J.S. Bach on
western “classical” music. Indeed in our two composers
for these concerts, that Bachian clarity and cleverness is
one link that threads them together, albeit 200 years
apart. But more than cleverness, the music in this program
wears its heart on its sleeve. A listener doesn’t need to
understand fugues or harmonic structure to experience
the beauty of Mendelssohn or Ford.

FELIX MENDELSSOHN 1809-1847

Pieces for String Quartet, Op. 81, No. 2 and 3 (composed
1843-47)

II. Scherzo. Allegro leggiero (A minor)
III. Capriccio. Andante con moto (E minor)

A compilation of movements written at various times
through his life, Mendelssohn’s Op. 81 set spans
1829-1847 and is a collection of movements rather than a
conceptualised string quartet. It was published after his
death by the publisher Breitkopf and Härtel to satiate the
desire for more of his music after such a premature death
at the age of 38. Mendelssohn composed the Scherzo in
1847 shortly after completing the String Quartet in F
minor (Op. 80) and after the tragic death of his sister,
Fanny. It could well have been emotional foil to the angst
of his Op. 80. It is a quintessential Mendelssohnian
scherzo, harking back to the much loved Scherzo from his
youthful octet. The Capriccio was written earlier, in 1843,
and after a heartfelt barcarolle, a recitative brings us to
brilliantly constructed and vibrant fugue. One can’t help
but hear the intended homage to J.S. Bach.

ANDREW FORD 1957-

String Quartet No. 6 (composed 2015-17)

Jointly commissioned for Flinders Quartet by David and Kaye Birks and

Julian Burnside AO QC

I. Preludio—
II. Scherzo perpetuo
III. Lamentoso—
IV. Sunrise with Wedding Dresses
V. Finale

"The majority of this piece was commissioned by David
and Kaye Birks and Julian Burnside AO QC, and
composed late in 2017. The second and fourth
movements, however, were completed earlier. ‘Scherzo
perpetuo’ was written to accompany a 1907 silent film, Le
sculpteur express in a Flinders Quartet program in 2015;
‘Sunrise with Wedding Dresses’ was written for Ben Quilty
as the soundtrack to his short film about a Syrian designer
and dress maker living in a Lebanese refugee camp.

I like to think these two movements work rather well, but
in the context of my sixth string quartet I hope you’ll hear
only ‘pure’ music. I should, however, own up to a piece of
borrowing in ‘Sunrise with Wedding Dresses’, namely the
Appalachian song, ‘Wedding Dress’: ‘Hey my little doney
gal / Don’t you guess / Better be making your wedding
dress ...’.

The first movement of the quartet is entirely pizzicato and
leads without a break into the scherzo; the ‘Lamentoso’,
which is the longest movement, likewise leads into
‘Sunrise’. The whole piece lasts around 25 minutes."

-- Andrew Ford, October 2018

NICHOLAS WATERS violin
WILMA SMITH guest violin

HELEN IRELAND viola
ZOE KNIGHTON cello
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FELIX MENDELSSOHN 1809-1847

String Quartet No. 2, Op. 13 in A minor (composed 1827)
X

I. Adagio – Allegro vivace
II. Adagio non lento
III. Intermezzo. Allegretto con moto – Allegro di molto
IV. Presto – Adagio non lento

Felix Mendelssohn was precocious. One could argue he
was as precocious as Mozart. In fact the similarities
between the two run to more than just the production of
great music. They both died prematurely, they both
composed prolifically at a young age and they both came
from supremely musical families. The Mendelssohn family
soirées were legendary. A young Felix would conduct
standing on a chair so he could be seen and much of his
early music, including this quartet was written for such an
occasion.

As an adolescent composer, he studied the late quartets
of Beethoven, painstakingly copying the manuscripts by
hand into a notebook, so it’s not surprising that some of
the ideas stuck. He was particularly taken with
Beethoven’s Op. 132. The key (both in A minor); the slow
introduction leading into mournful angst; but most
notably, the violin recitatives towards the end that segue
into driving finales are dead giveaways for the ultimate
flattery of imitation. Mendelssohn almost admitted to
plagiarism when he wrote to his teacher, Zelter:

In your last letter you seemed to be anxious lest, following
my predilections for one of the great masters (Beethoven),
I might…be led into imitation. Such, however, is certainly
not the case….Naturally, nobody can forbid me to enjoy
the inheritance left by the great masters nor to continue to
work at it, because not everybody has to begin at the
beginning. But then it must be continued creation
according to one's ability, and not a lifeless repetition of
what is already there.

Mendelssohn’s larger works - the symphonies, oratorios
etc. were designed so the listener could use the music to
experience connections to the content of the great ideas
of history. Whether historical, biblical or mythical, these
grand forms of music, it was hoped, would elevate the
audience to consciousness of higher truth and power, the
source of both personal and shared cultural identity.

The smaller works were written with a different intention.
They were to address the listener in a more intimate and
personal manner and many of them were written with
specific individuals in mind. Chamber music had no other
impetus than music for the audience to hang their ear on.
No text and no story, so he looked for ways to engage
the listener and create some sort of connection within the
music. The use of cycling the composition around was one
he used a number of times. At the beginning of his Op.

13, Mendelssohn quotes a fragment of his own song,
“Frage”, which bears the words “Is it true?” speaking of a
lover’s declaration. It is not until the end of the work that
we hear the song in its entirety, and this tool provides a
useful sound bite on which one can hang the ear. It is this
ending that takes a departure from Beethoven’s world.
Out of his fifteen string quartets, there is only one written
by Beethoven quartet that ends quietly (his Op. 18, No.
5).

Apart from the observation that Mendelssohn saw the
string quartet as a conversation between four reasonable
persons, our favourite quote from Mendelssohn is this:

There is so much talk about music, and so little is said. I
believe that words are not at all up to it, and if I should find
that they were adequate I would stop making music
altogether. People usually complain that music is so
ambiguous, and what they are supposed to think when
they hear it is so unclear, while words are understood by
everyone. But for me it is exactly the reverse, and not only
with regard to an entire speech, but also with individual
words. These, too, seem to me so ambiguous, so vague,
so easily misunderstood in comparison with good music,
which fills one’s soul with a thousand things better than
words. What the music I love expresses to me are thoughts
not too indefinite to be put into words, but rather too
definite...If you ask me what I was thinking of I will say: just
the song as it stands there. And if I happen to have had a
specific word or words in mind for one or another of these
songs, I can never divulge them to anyone, because the
same word means one thing to one person and something
else to another, only the song can say the same thing, can
arouse the same feelings in one person as in another, — a
feeling which is not, however expressed, by the same
words.
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FLINDERS QUARTET (FQ) is instantly recognisable as
one of Australia’s most loved chamber music ensembles.
A quartet for the twenty-first century, FQ continues its
second decade with acknowledged musical skill and
maturity. The group's dynamic and stirring performances
of a full spectrum of repertoire have audiences and critics
articulating their esteem, and the quartet is a highly-
respected force in Australian chamber music.
X

FQ regularly commissions and premieres works by
Australian composers. In 2018, the quartet premiered new
works by Andrew Ford and Iain Grandage; and revisited a
commissioned work by Calvin Bowman. In their ongoing
mission to further the Australian tradition of chamber
music, FQ has previously commissioned and premiered
works by Katy Abbott, Ross Edwards, Elena Kats-Chernin,
Stuart Greenbaum, Paul Dean, Paul Grabowsky, Andrew
Ford, Ian Munro and Tom Henry. In 2016, FQ launched its
Composer Development Program, working with emerging
Australian composers, one of whom, Matthew Laing,
features in their 2019 season.
X\

Building on its 2006 Limelight Award and 2007 Melbourne
Prize for Music nomination, FQ was nominated for a 2007
ARIA (Australian Recording Industry Association) award
for its performance of Gillian Whitehead’s "Bright Forms
Return" in collaboration with new music ensemble
Halcyon. In 2010, Flinders was again nominated for the
Melbourne Prize for Music, and in 2011 received an ARIA
nomination for its CD release with Karin Schaupp (guitar),
"Fandango".
X

FQ was Radio 3MBS FM’s inaugural Artists in Residence, a
position held until 2006. The quartet continues to receive
regular airplay on that station, as well as on ABC Classic
FM, Sydney’s Fine Music FM, various other Australian
stations, and on Finland’s Radio Vega and the UK’s BBC
Three.
X

FQ’s first commercial CD release, "Reinventions" with
Genevieve Lacey, met with critical and popular acclaim
and was re-released on the ABC Classics label in 2015,
reaching #1 on the ARIA Core Classical album chart. Also
on the ABC Classics label is its ARIA-nominated 2011
release, "Fandango" with Karin Schaupp, and 2015
release "Intimate Voices: Sibelius String Quartets". In late
2018, FQ will release a 2-CD set of four Australian works
commissioned and/or premiered by the quartet.
X

The members of Flinders Quartet have a steadfast
commitment to the development of Australian chamber
music, musicians and audiences. As teachers and mentors,
they regularly work with the Australian Youth Orchestra
and its developmental programs for young chamber
groups. They also work with the Victorian Amateur
Chamber Music Society, and are regularly invited to tutor
at secondary and tertiary institutions throughout Australia
including the University of Melbourne. In 2018, Flinders
Quartet were appointed Artistic Patrons of John Noble’s
Quartet Program.

http://www.flindersquartet.com/composerworkshop
http://www.flindersquartet.com/2019-progam-1
http://www.flindersquartet.com/reinventions
http://www.flindersquartet.com/fandango
http://www.flindersquartet.com/intimate-voices
http://www.flindersquartet.com/jnqp
http://www.flindersquartet.com/jnqp
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